
Sunday 11th July 2021 
The Imperatives of Hebrews. 

 
I realise that last week I failed to set the context of these statements in Hebrews in a full 
enough setting. I assumed that we had an understanding of the text which is probably 
unfair to assume. So, sorry for that. Let me correct my error. 
 
There are in the opening chapters of Hebrews two contrasting statements, one a 
negative to avoid, and one a positive to follow after with all our strength. These are the 
foundations of the imperatives, the others which are to be found in 3.1, 3.12, 4.1, 4.11, 
and 4.16 are given as reasons and encouraging instructions as to how to avoid drifting, 
and how to press forwards to maturity. 
 
In chapter 2 verse 1, we are told the danger which was facing these weary and 
confused Hebrew Christians. They were wondering if it was really necessary to believe 
in Christ because since they had done so, the world, the flesh and the devil were 
against them and what was more, even their Jewish friends and relatives were 
persecuting them! The purpose of Hebrews is to encourage these drooping saints to 
‘dust themselves off and get back in the race.’ This is done by explaining how it is that 
all the religious experiences and religious ordinances, sacrifices and Passovers and all 
the other things required in the law were but shadows, living parables, of what had now 
come in Christ.  
 
The Exodus, the wilderness years, the Red Sea, the Manna and the entry into the land 
under the leadership of Joshua were all very real experiences, but they were but the 
menu of which Christ was the full meal! Here is the point, if the menu was so real, how 
much more wonderful is the actual food when it comes. The Hebrews are being 
encouraged, instructed and commanded not to go back to the shadow of the true, but to 
hold out and hold on to the reality which is in Christ. 
 
The negative imperative is found in 2.1. The great need is to pay attention, to listen, to 
think about and to absorb the message they had heard about Christ, who He is, what 
He came to do, how He did it, and what is accomplished by His death and resurrection, 
and to ensure that they do not drift away from it. There then follows a stark warning, but 
more of that in a moment. 
 
Chapter 6 verse 1 gives us the positive thing which they are to do. Rather than drop 
their attention to the message of such a great salvation, they are to go on to maturity, to 
a deeper understanding, faith, confidence and joy in their salvation through Christ. The 
two imperatives are boldly set out here. They are not to drift, but rather they are to press 
on to maturity. Have you ever been on a journey and at some point you do not 
recognize where you are and you wonder if you have taken a wrong turn? You have two 
options, either to turn back until you get your bearings, or go on ahead and see if you 
come to a place where you know you are in fact on the correct road. Hebrews is telling 
these Christians that even though they do not recognize the road, and even though it is 
uncomfortable and seems difficult, not to turn back because it is the right road and they 



will arrive at the promised destination! Later in the book, they are reminded of the 
history of Abraham who was told by God to leave home and go on a journey which he 
had never taken before and to a land where he did not know the way. They are to be 
encouraged to take this same journey of faith, not because it makes sense or is easy 
but because they have a good guide! 
 
The option to turn back to the familiar is then spoken about as a great danger, as a 
drifting from the good way into a bad way with severe consequences. 
 
In chapter 2, we are told the consequences of drifting. The context of the warning is the 
message of the Old Testament regarding the Promised Land, and the message of the 
New Testament which is Christ’s message of a heavenly land of Promises. The 
argument is essentially that if disobedience to the message about the Promised Land 
carried such severe penalties when it was ignored, how much more terrible will be the 
consequences if these Christians ignore the greater message of Christ. This is the 
meaning of 2.1-4. Read it and realise what is at stake.  
 
Can you imagine this, a hospital readiness exercise to deal with some emergency? At 
6pm some staff walk off because it is the end of their shift. Do you think that the 
management will be pleased with an incomplete test?  Can you imagine that these 
same people in a real emergency will clock out at the end of a shift with dying and 
needy people being rushed into the casualty department? I don’t think that would 
happen. However, here the Hebrew Christians are being tempted to walk away at the 
very moment they needed to press ahead. 
 
Chapter 4 contains three more imperatives given to reinforce the call not to drift but to 
press on to maturity. Chapter 4 verse 1. 
 
‘Therefore, since the promise of entering his rest remains, let us be careful that none of 

you be found to have fallen short of it.’ 
 

The ‘rest’ is compared to the completed creation, and this is given to declare that the 
salvation on offer is perfect just as creation was. 

 
4.11. 
‘Let us then make every effort to enter that rest, so that no-one will fall by following their 
example of disobedience.’ 

 
The real failure of the generation that came out of Egypt was that they did not grasp the 
solid fact that God had made them His own people and that He had promised and had 
demonstrated to them that He was their God. They were not close to God the way the 
Christians were being encouraged to draw near to God’s throne of grace. This is the 
peak of being a Christian, experiencing by faith and by experience intimacy, nearness to 
God. 
 
 



4.16.  
‘Let us then approach the throne of grace with confidence, so that we may receive 
mercy and grace to help us in our time of need.’ 

 
The argument presented here is that of God’s perfection in creation, and hence of 
perfection in His design and execution of the plan of Salvation. This is why it is called a 
‘great Salvation.’ It is perfect and complete. It deals with every issue which separates us 
from God and which causes us to be odious to God so that we are now able to come to 
His throne of grace with confidence of a welcome. 
 
The children of Israel, you will remember, came to the borders of the Promised Land 
and sent twelve spies into the land to survey it. They came back with the report that it 
was a land which was very productive, but for ten of the twelve spies there was an 
insurmountable problem. There were giants in the land and they feared for their lives 
and refused to go into the land saying that they were refusing to do so to preserve the 
lives of their children who would perish because the adults would be killed by the giants! 
This was unbelief and disobedience and as a consequence, the whole generation of 
adults who came out of Egypt in the Exodus were prevented by God from entering the 
Promised Land. It was this which led to the desert wandering for 40 years until the 
Exodus generation died, and it was those very children, now grown, who entered the 
land. 
 
If this is what God does for those who refuse the shadow, how do we think He will act if 
we refuse the reality and refuse to enter into the promises and life of this great salvation 
as procured by Christ on the Cross? The Hebrew Christians are being taught their own 
history and encouraged to grasp something which their ancestors had failed to grasp. 
They are to grasp that God is for them, that He desires to give them this great salvation, 
but they actually have to get up off their seats and enter the great salvation just as their 
fathers had to get up, cross the border and go into Canaan.   
 
The text of chapter 4 is telling us that just as the creation was a perfect work of God, so 
this great salvation is a perfect work of God. It is telling us that even though there was 
an entry into the land under Joshua, there is an entry into the heavenly and eternal land 
of promises in Christ. In other words, no matter how much we have appropriated this 
salvation, there is more, much more to receive, so do not settle down, do not get 
scared, do not disobey or be unbelieving, but press on, go on to maturity. 
 
I believe that this is a most important message for our generation and for today. Even in 
my life time, I have seen the decay in the church of all denominations. I have never 
been in a main line denominational church which has had anything but a bare handful of 
people at the church prayer meeting, and that has not really changed in the last 50 
years. I have seen the death of the midweek and evening services, and now we have 
the phenomenon of sporadic attendance at gatherings. The whole thrust of many 
denominations and congregations is controlled by money and buildings, and we are far 
removed from the simplicity and the effectiveness of the early church and the times of 
the out pouring of the Holy Spirit in revival. The attitude of so many of us is one of 



weariness as regards the things of God, and whether we realise it or not, I wonder if we 
are not trying to live our Christian lives by seeing what the minimum pass mark is. 
 
Hebrews does not let us settle for some fictional pass mark. It gives us only two options, 
either we drift to the endangerment of our immortal souls, or we go on to maturity. I 
have suddenly had this thought. If we want to get some idea of what the road to maturity 
may entail, read Bunyan’s Pilgrims Progress, again and again. There is no minimum 
pass mark, because God’s plan for each of us is different. What God requires of me 
may be different from you because He holds us accountable to the graces given, and 
you will more than likely have more graces than me, hence more will be required of you. 
Or, it may be the other way about.  
 
There are two very obvious reasons why we are prepared to settle for a life that is not a 
life of pressing on to maturity. This life of living up to a minimum pass mark, even if such 
existed, is not a life to be envied because it renders us neither happy Christian nor 
happy sinners, but with the worst of both of these. Plagued by the guilt of sin and its 
fleeting pleasures, and lacking the joy of salvation! 
 
The two reasons go together in a cycle, so I don’t know if one comes before the other. 
The first reason is that we do not see our absolute and great need of the great 
salvation. We do not see ourselves as needy, as hopeless sinners, as powerless to do 
anything good in God’s sight by our own strength. We do not see ourselves as eternally 
lost, as bound for hell, as the playthings of the devil. We are proud because we are 21st 
century people who have placed our hope in science, psychology, medicine, 
democracy, education and wealth as the means by which all our ills will be resolved 
over time, and by our own wisdom. 
   
The news this week was that the majority of the troops have pulled out of Afghanistan, 
and already the Taliban is said to be in control of 80% of the nation. President Biden 
says that they will not take control, but time will tell. Already a former commander has 
declared the war a lost war for the USA. I wonder how the families in the UK who have 
lost husbands, sons and daughters will think about all this. I fear that some or many will 
now think even more strongly that their loss was caused by the vanity of the West. I 
hope not. This is just a present possible example of how we think we can do things in 
the world, but which seem to blow up in our faces. 
 
The world is a proud place, and we in the West are a proud people. We are so sure that 
we can fix ourselves that we ignore the great salvation proffered by God in Christ. 
Hebrews tells us not to do so because the Gospel is the only hope and solution for the 
plight of man.  
 
The second reason which gives rise to us not paying attention to this great salvation is 
that we do not have a sufficient understanding of what it is that Christ has accomplished 
for us by the Cross. It does not require a great amount of knowledge to become a 
Christian, but it does require an application to grow and to mature as a Christian. God 
accommodates Himself to our level of abilities as regards our grasp of the unfathomable 



depths of every aspect of Christ’s accomplishments on the Cross. However, the 
purpose of this salvation is to become people who frequent the throne room and are 
often there in the presence of God who sits on His throne of grace. This is a living 
relationship with God. It is sadly possible to have knowledge so called without having an 
audience with the God of grace, but the outcome of this great salvation is to become 
those who live close to God and who are getting to know Him more and more, not just 
having more and more knowledge about Him, but not of Him. 
 
These are the two reasons which give rise to our drifting and ignoring this great 
salvation, we don’t see our absolute need and helplessness, and we have not applied 
ourselves to delve into the significance of what Christ has done on our behalf for God 
and for us.  
 
We live in days where people do not pay attention, never mind more careful attention, 
so we are a generation of spiritual drifters. Why then are we surprised if God sends or 
permits hardships, conflicts and pandemics to show us that we are not wise or mighty or 
strong? The solution to this is not that we call out to our administrative structures or 
even our General Assemblies to do something, it has to begin with me, and we are all ‘a 
me.’ It has to begin at ground level, with each one of us coming like the Prodigal back to 
the Father and confessing that we have sinned against Him and are no longer worthy to 
be called His child. There is the need to gather with others who are on the same path, 
and to take 2 Chronicles 7.14 to heart and practice. 
 
‘If my people who are called by my name will humble themselves and pray and seek my 
face and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, and forgive their sins 

and heal their land.’ 
 

Then, we can return to the simplicity of the church as described in Acts 2.42. 
 

‘They devoted themselves to the apostles teaching, fellowship, the breaking of bread 
and prayers.’ 

 
All this could be done with all the buildings and stuff we have in the church today, but I 
suspect that we would do better if we got rid of most of that which we have become 
burdened down with. Whatever you think, the message, I hope is clear, we are to pay 
attention to Christ and not drift, but to press on to maturity as we see more and more of 
the greatness of this salvation which is only in Christ and by His Cross. We have been 
warned. Read the text and see the way to maturity.  
 
A return to a simple life and a simple church will not be easy, and for some will not be at 
all welcome. Church is meant to be an encounter with God and an encounter with God 
with other believers. It is a huge challenge to break away from the usual hymn, prayer, 
reading sandwich which comprises our Church of Scotland services. We are used to 
sticking with a formula which fills the hour and can be completed in a reasonable 
fashion even if God does not ‘show up.’ We have forgotten our own church history 
where revivals were almost a regular occurrence, and even when not in revival, there 



were many who encountered God’s presence in such a way as their lives were being 
transformed and impacted. If we do press into God, and if we do seek to return to God 
with an ever increasing whole heartedness, there is great reason for hope that God may 
yet restore His glory to the church, even the old Church of Scotland!  

 
 
 


